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aragami: shadow edition is developed by tencent and published by the9. it was released in july 2015
for android. the app offers a simple and intuitive interface for video editing. a large set of filters and

effects are available for basic and advanced users. the app also features the ability to trim, crop,
change the aspect ratio and add watermark to your videos. videos can also be transferred to

youtube, facebook, google plus and other social media sites. you are aragami, a vengeful spirit with
the power to control the shadows. youve been summoned by yamiko, a girl imprisoned in the city
fortress of kyuryu. embark on a dark journey full of blood and secrets to discover the truth about
aragami. infiltrate the occupied city of kyuryu with your supernatural powers and fight light with

shadow. uncover a story about twin souls bound together by destiny that surpasses time and
memory. create your own shadows to become invisible. teleport from shadow to shadow while you

hunt down your targets. use a wide array of shadow powers to creatively dispatch your enemies. you
are aragami, a vengeful spirit with the power to control the shadows. youve been summoned by

yamiko, a girl imprisoned in the city fortress of kyuryu. embark on a dark journey full of blood and
secrets to discover the truth about aragami. infiltrate the occupied city of kyuryu with your

supernatural powers and fight light with shadow. uncover a story about twin souls bound together by
destiny that surpasses time and memory. use the new shadow powers to create your own shadows.
the shadow editor lets you create custom shadows. save and load your shadow animations. use the
shadow editor to create shadows in real-time. use the integrated shadow inspector to preview and

tweak your shadows.
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